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"Not THEY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IT!"
"Giant? They don't look all that big to me!"



Outline

Part 1:  A Confusion Juniper forest in the West Desert

•How OLD can they get?

•How BIG can the trees get?

•How do they do it?

Part 2:  What can they tell us about past climates? 

     •New ways of studying tree rings

Part 3:  Other comparable places 

     •Pine Valley, Ferguson (Wah Wah Mountains) 

     •Little Sahara 

     •Southeast Utah



June 18, 2011      Crustweed   Glyptopleura marginata

It started when looking for a West Desert annual:

May 22, 2020    Zero vegetation! We gave up and camped  
in a patch of Utah Junipers (Juniperus osteosperma).



Dolomite Knolls

W. Edge of Confusion Range, very sandy



Junipers were thriving, everything else pitiful.

Sylvia's Tree   38 feet spread

May 22, 2020



Open Forest on stabilized dunes:

No understory: fire can't propagate



Gnarly trees on Dolomite outcroppings:



Water Year 2011   
   10/1 - 12/31/2010        4.08 inches 
     1/1 -   6/30/2011        7.64 
     7/1 -   9/30/2011        3.15     Total    14.87 

Water Year 2020 
   10/1 - 12/31/2019        1.91 inches 
     1/1 -   6/30/2020        0.65 
     7/1 -   9/30/2020        0.02     Total     2.58

Tule Valley Weather Station,  
ca. 10 miles away:

It's a tough place to make a living



In a Nutshell

•Utah Junipers growing in dune areas can become huge: 

          Drifting sand forces them to grow upwards  AND 

          Permeable sand prolongs water availability.

•Widely spaced trees and almost no understory means that 

          Fires do not spread 

          Almost no forage for cows 

          No cover for large game 

          Trunks no good for fence posts 

                      Little man-made impact

•Desert environment promotes slow growth and long life: 

          1000-year old trees are not uncommon.



Dolomite 

Knoll

Active dunes 55 ft wide trees

About 10,000 trees/shrubs



June 7, 2020: visit active dune area.



How big are some of the trees?


How old are they?


Why do they get so big?

Shallow Dunes Covering Dolomite:



Some trees not so big as thought:

"Only 45 feet", plus a smaller tree.



36 feet

But some are much bigger:



How big are some of the trees?


How old are they?


Why do they get so big?

A burned-out shell:



How Old 1:  Non-dune area

•Outside the dunes (including the stabilized ones) junipers 

     are smaller and more thinly spread, concentrated along the  

     edge of washes.

•Growing conditions are very tough and growth is slow.



Wash near Active Dunes:

Dead branch: 450 rings



Above wash near Active Dunes:

Small dead tree, ca. 5 feet tall; 
5" trunk

626 rings / years



Above wash near Active Dunes:

Same small tree, cut at base

300 years to grow 3 feet 

>900 rings



Edge of Sand area:

Any guesses?



How do bigger trees compare with original?



55 feet across = half as big again 

How do bigger trees compare with original?



June 28-29:  Main bowl, searching for Big Tree

•     Many short/spreading trees with thick trunks 
                   some trees had branches cut long ago

•     Plenty of dead, subfossil wood

•     Almost no sign of disease or browsing

•     55 foot tree almost buried in sand - "Iceberg"



June 28:  Search for the big one



June 28:  The big one "Iceberg"

55 feet

Central trunks  
dead

Peripheral branches radiate from below sand.

Tree acts as sand trap and creates 
 its own little ecosystem.



June 29:  The big one "Iceberg" and others

Small old stem: ~600 years.

Subfossil tree.

Barely hanging on



How Old 2:  Central sand area

•Are the large trees proportionally older,  

       or did they just grow faster?

•Revisit Iceberg with group. Stan Kitchen  

      finds tree with very high flat trunk. 

•Collect sample of Kitchen tree for C14 analysis



S-Twisted, vertically flattened trunks 
eroded by sand-blasting



The "Kitchen Tree"

Flattened trunk is 4 feet high, 
fraying on end: 

Dead trunk of same 

Frayed end bound 
and cut with 
fine hand saw

Where is the center??

Eroded away centuries ago



The "Kitchen Tree"

Finely polished: 
    ca 200 rings in 2 inches

Could be 3000 years!

C14

Small fragment for 
C14 analysis



And the Answer is . . .

Roughly half that!

But 1500 years isn't bad!



How do they do it?

Hard seed: 
Moisture to remove 

inhibitors; 
Moisture & Soil to 

germinate

12" tall

Juvenile  10 years: 
Moisture & Mycorrhizae 

to survive and grow

Mature  83 years: 
Stressful site

Mature  ??? years: 
Even, pyrramidal 
multi-branched.

Mature  ?1000 years: 
Few, massive  

branches/trunks



Deep sand changes things for the worse:

Moisture moves rapidly away from the surface; 
        germination is rare, and survival even rarer.

👎

Sand is nutritionally very poor;👎

Junipers depend on mycorrhizal fungi for growth.  
         Roots need soil where they are found;

👎

Wind-blown sand is brutally abrasive.👎

But . . .



. . .  a few for the better:

👍 Sand acts like a sponge at depth,  
       providing a reservoir to prolong water supply;

Moisture moves rapidly away from the surface; 
        other plants can't get it either; 

A really great mulch!        

👍

👍 Blowing sand can bury and protect the trunk.

👍 Lack of understory reduces fire hazard;



Given a balance between water supply and sand accumulation:  

      a well-established tree may continue for hundreds of years  

      keeping its head above the sand and reaching enormous size.

. . .  it has achieved . . . Duniperhood



So why is Kitchen Tree 'only' 1500  
and not 3000 years?

We don't know – yet. Two main ideas: 
        

1    A fluke in timing:  the wood sample 
was from a time of exceptionally slow 

growth, inflating our estimate;

2    Early growth was normal , then 
accelerated because of "duniperization". 

To choose between them: measure growth rate 
  – how wide are the rings?



Part 1:  A Confusion Juniper forest in the West Desert

•How OLD can they get?

•How BIG can the trees get?

•How do they do it?

Part 2:  What can they tell us about past climates? 

     •New ways of studying tree rings

Part 3:  Other noteworthy places 

     •Pine Valley, Ferguson (Wah Wah Mountains) 

     •Little Sahara 

     •Southeast Utah



Dendrochronology

Pine, easy Utah Juniper, difficult -  
impossible?

?8 inches, 57 
years 

2 inches, 300 years 
irregular



Dendrochronology : science of measuring tree rings and 
deducing information about past climates.  

Further inferences can be drawn for anthropology 
and other sciences. 

Alive and dead (the trees, not us!) we expect to get 
climate-related information covering perhaps 2000 

years. Details of the Kitchen Tree are really incidental. 

Measurements usually made with a microscope and 
special instruments.  
We use high-resolution photography.



1   Rough cut

2   Band saw

3   Belt sander * * *

4   Fine sanding by hand

3   NHMU shops – 
   computer-driven router: 
   flat & smooth to about  
   0.2 mm.



320 megapixels

Imaging Station under development 
funded by  

The Burton Foundation



Photographs: counting rings

JU 0003  2" juniper slice 
33 photos merged 
10,000 dpi 
315 megapixels (25'x16')



Photographs: counting rings

50 years 
3.5 mm



Rings don't always behave that 
well!

Same rings 
different place

Fire scar

They may 
 disappear

Multiple readings from different parts to build a composite.



Photographs: measuring ring widths

Imagine a large tropical island!

Riven by earthquakes. 

Sheer cliffs around but  
one broad sandy beach, 
and a tall volcano.

Now map it using 
Google Earth!



Measuring Ring Widths

1 Stake out some 
landmarks.

2 Record a stepwise  
path.

3 Save path and  
analyze steps.

1.5 mm



3 Save path and analyze steps

All steps Ring steps



~850 rings

The Bigger Picture

~1020 rings  
+ missing center

170
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The Challenge Ahead – cross-dating

Match patterns across many trees and multiple  
transects to tease out climate versus local factors  
   e.g.   broken limbs, duniperization.

There's some work ahead!



Part 1:  A Confusion Juniper forest in the West Desert

•How OLD can they get?

•How BIG can the trees get?

•How do they do it?

Part 2:  What can they tell us about past climates? 

     •New ways of studying tree rings

Part 3:  Other noteworthy places 

     •Wah Wah Mountains - Pine Valley, Ferguson Desert 

     •Little Sahara 

     •Southeast Utah



Pine Valley,  2014



Pine Valley: 8/15/2014 

IT

Remember . . . IT



Wah Wah Mountains - Pine Valley

Nearer tree(s) 73 feet across – 
could there be more to it than that?

IT



Pine Valley



Pine Valley



Ferguson Desert



Ferguson Desert



Little Sahara



receding tide at 
Little Sahara



Dead Horse Point

Photo:  Ed Iversen



Cedar Mesa



Intrepid Collaborators

Stan Kitchen 
USFS

Mitch Power 
NHMU

Steve Kannenberg 
U of U



More than a dozen people who visited the Confusion Forest with me, sharing 
the wonder and bringing your own special  insights and observations.  

You taught me a lot, thank you.
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Sylvia

65 years of sharing the outdoors

+2 years of sharing a basement full of wood!


